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The Privy Council refused the demand. Had payment been
due in London only, that would iadeed have been 'an impor-
tant factor', but London was only one of four possible places.
The substance of the obligation was the same in every case
and it could not be varied between the debenture-holders
merely because some elected to be paid in London, others in
Australia. The true inquiry was to identify the monetary system
that was in the minds of the parties at the time of the issue in
1895 or, to put it in another way, to identify the proper law
by which the substance of the obligation, including the deter-
mination of the money of account, was governed. There was
'overwhelming evidence that it was to the law of Queensland
that the parties looked for the determination of their rights'*1
The debentures were issued on the authority of a Queensland
Act and were secured on the public revenues of the Colony.
The natural inference was that the Queensland Government
would treat in the terms of its own currency.
'The Government of a self-governing country, using the terms
appropriate to its own monetary system, must be presumed to refer to
that system whether or not those terms are apt to refer to another sys-
tem also. It may be possible to displace that presumption, but, unless it is
displaced it prevails, and, if it prevails, then it follows that the obligation
to pay will be satisfied by payment of whatever currency is by the law
of Queensland valid tender for the discharge of the nominal amount of
the debt.'2
Once the money of account is established, once it is clear for Nominal
instance that £700 English pounds are payable, the principle ^tyt
of nominalism applies and the debt then becomes dischargeable account
by the tender of pounds to the nominal value of seven hundred.
What represents the nominal value must be determined by
English law, for the nominal value of any unit of account,
whether pound, dollar or franc, must of necessity be fixed by
the hx$ecuniae^ i.e. the law of the country in which the unit has
been issued. Therefore a debtor is discharged by the delivery
of such chattels, whether coins, notes or anything else, as repre-
sentj at the time when performance is due, legal tender and
legal currency in the country whose money has been specified.3
The fortunes, good or bad, that have befallen the currency in
1	Bonyttan v. Commonwealth of Australia^ [195 r} A.C* 202, at p. 221.
2	Ibid., at p, 222.
3	Pyrmont Ltd. v, Sch&tt, [1939] A.C 145; Marrache v. Ashtm, [1943] A.C,

